BJP is in a firing line on the Noida incident, the Prime Minister said.

"There has been a massive failure of law and order," he said, adding that those who had raised slogans were trying to "create fear and panic among the people by raising false accusations of violence".

He also said that the incident was a "shameful act" and that those involved should be stopped at all costs.

Citing the example of the sedition case against journalist Rakhi Sawant, he said that those who were raising false accusations should be brought to book.

"It is the job of the police and the administration to maintain law and order," he said, adding that the government would take all necessary steps to ensure that such incidents do not happen again.

Shriram Naik, a senior BJP leader, said that the party was "fully behind the Prime Minister" and that the government would take all necessary steps to ensure that such incidents do not happen again.
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**Haryana assembly monsoon session begins with tributes to DSP killed by mining mafia**

**Haryana Chief Minister Khattar says: “There is no room for compromise.”**

Chandigarh: A series of tributes were paid at the Haryana assembly on Monday to DSP Bhishnoi gang in Nangal-Rupnagar-range Gurpreet Singh Bhullar, accompanied by SSP Sandeep Singh, who was mowed down by the NDA Government at the previous Congress government.

The Chief Minister went on to explain that the present government would not bow down to any pressure and would continue to fight for the rights of the people.

He also called for a united front against the NDA Government, saying that the people of Haryana would not tolerate any such action.

**Law and order situation in state under control, claims Khattar**

Chandigarh: Haryana Home Minister Anil Vij on Monday said that the law and order situation in the state is under control. Reverting back to a situation of normalcy, the state government has been working in a harmonious manner.

The Minister said that the present state government has shown an exemplary model of governance.

**Electricity Amendment Bill, 2022**

Chandigarh: The Electricity Amendment Bill, 2022 was introduced in the state assembly on Monday. The bill is being introduced to amend the state’s Electricity Act, 2004 to provide for the supply of electricity on a contract basis.

The Minister said that the bill is designed to ensure that the electricity supply is reliable and uninterrupted.

**Punjab Government to reconsider its three agricultural laws**

Chandigarh: The Punjab Government has decided to reconsider its three agricultural laws, which have been the subject of widespread protests in the state.

The Minister said that the government has decided to take a fresh look at the laws and to take into account the concerns of the farmers.

**Education Minister Laljit Singh Bhullar**

Chandigarh: Education Minister Laljit Singh Bhullar on Monday announced that the Punjab Government has decided to organise a competition to identify the best school in the state.

The Minister said that the competition will be held to identify the best school in the state and to encourage other schools to improve their standards.
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3-year prison term for ex-Secy in coal scam

Pioneer News Service in New Delhi

The 12th edition of India’s international defence conclave DefExpo-2022 will be held in August next year and would attract participants from 89 countries, the Centre told India International Trade Fair-2022, the defence ministry.

DefExpo-2022 will be held in August next year and would attract participants from 89 countries, the Centre told India International Trade Fair-2022, the defence ministry.
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Justice at last

The long arm of the law finally reached Shrikrant Tyagi, but it took longer than it should have

It is a great relief to see that the Rajya Sabha's ex-officio chairperson, Sajjan Kumar, has been sentenced to life imprisonment for his role in the 1984 anti-Sikh riots.

We can draw lessons from the ordeal of Imam Husain to deal with the issue of people who revel in hatred and scoundrel for humanity and human life.
China has to trade energy security amid growing global order uncertainty in fossil fuels

The world energy market, which is a crucial element of the global economy, is experiencing significant changes. This is partly due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, which has caused a drop in energy demand, and partly due to the increasing importance of renewable energy sources. The world is moving towards a more sustainable energy future, and fossil fuels are becoming less important. However, fossil fuels still play a significant role in the global energy market, and their decline is not expected to happen overnight. This is because fossil fuels are still the most cost-effective and readily available energy sources, and it will take time to develop and implement alternative energy sources.

In India, the government has been working towards increasing the use of renewable energy sources, such as solar and wind power. However, the country still relies heavily on fossil fuels, particularly coal and natural gas. This is partly due to the country's large population and rapidly growing economy, which require significant amounts of energy. India is the third-largest oil consumer in the world, and it imports most of its oil from the Middle East.

The Lovins' Law, which states that the world's energy needs are driven by the economy, is a significant factor in the country's energy needs. As India's economy grows, so will its energy needs. This is why the country is looking to develop new energy sources, such as solar and wind power, to meet its growing energy needs.

However, the country is also facing challenges in its energy sector. The country's power sector is facing a severe financial crisis, and the government is struggling to finance new power projects. This is a significant challenge for the country, as it needs to invest in new power plants to meet its growing energy needs.

The Indian government has been working to attract foreign investment in the country's energy sector. It has been offering incentives to foreign companies to invest in the country's energy sector. However, the government needs to do more to attract foreign investment, as the country's energy sector is facing a severe financial crisis.

In conclusion, India is facing significant challenges in its energy sector. The country's energy needs are growing, and it needs to develop new energy sources, such as solar and wind power, to meet its growing energy needs. However, the country is facing significant challenges in its energy sector, and it needs to do more to attract foreign investment, as it is facing a severe financial crisis.
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UK PM race: Sunak, Truss feel heat over cost-of-living crisis

Australians call for cooling off Taiwan Strait tensions

Australia calls for cooling off Taiwan Strait tensions

At a joint press conference on Monday, Penny Wong, Australia's Foreign Minister, and Qin Gang, China's Foreign Minister, announced that both countries are ready to cool tensions and maintain peace and stability in the Taiwan Strait. The joint statement marked a shift from recent tensions over Australia's support for Taiwan, which has escalated since the visit of Australia's Parliament Speaker, Christine Porter, to Taiwan in early June.

Wong noted that both countries have a shared interest in maintaining regional peace and stability. She said, "Our two countries have a shared interest in maintaining regional peace and stability. We are committed to finding ways to reduce tensions and promote a positive and constructive relationship." Qin Gang echoed her sentiments, stating, "China and Australia have a shared responsibility to maintain regional peace and stability. We will work together to find ways to reduce tensions and promote a positive and constructive relationship." The joint statement also expressed the willingness of both countries to continue dialogue and cooperation to address common concerns and challenges in the region.

South Africa's President Cyril Ramaphosa has called for a "multipronged" approach to counteract the influence of China in the region. "We must work together to ensure that the influence of China is countered in a balanced and comprehensive manner," Ramaphosa said in a speech at the BRICS summit in June. "We must ensure that the influence of China is not allowed to undermine our own national interests and that of our regional partners." The BRICS summit in June was attended by leaders from Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa, who pledged to work together to counteract the influence of China in the region.

The US has also expressed concerns over China's growing influence in the region. "We are concerned about China's growing influence in the region," said US Secretary of State Antony Blinken in a speech at the ASEAN summit in November. "We will continue to work closely with our partners in the region to ensure that the influence of China is not allowed to undermine our own national interests and that of our regional partners." The ASEAN summit in November was attended by leaders from the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), who pledged to work together to counteract the influence of China in the region.

China continues unannounced military drills around Taiwan even after end of 4-day schedule

China announced on Monday that it will continue its unannounced military drills around Taiwan even after the end of the 4-day schedule. The drills, which began on Friday, were announced hours after the US House of Representatives approved a bill in the US Congress that would allow the sale of non-lethal military equipment to Taiwan.

The Chinese Foreign Ministry said in a statement that it would continue the drills "in light of the situation around Taiwan". The drills are aimed at "demonstrating the resolve of the Chinese patriots to guard against invasion and protect the motherland".

The drills come as tensions between China and the US have increased in recent weeks. The US has been supporting Taiwan in its efforts to become a member of the United Nations (UN), and has been providing military aid to the island.
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**New Delhi:** The Comptroller and Auditor General (CAG) Monday recommended that the indirect tax department should complete the verification of claims worth Rs 4.07 lakh crore within two months under the Goods and Services Tax (GST) regime.

The CAG said the income tax department (ITD) and the indirect tax department (ITD) should have collect sensible data in a timely manner to complete the verification of claims. The CAG also suggested that the ITD and the indirect tax department should have access to the tax payers’ bank details and intimate them, if required.

**Mumbai:** Bank of Baroda (BoB) Monday reported a net loss of Rs 1,910.87 crore for the first quarter ended June 30, down from Rs 1,155.96 crore in the year-ago period. The bank’s net interest income edged up to Rs 4,574.34 crore in the June quarter from Rs 4,500.52 crore in the year-ago quarter.

BoB's net interest margin, which had come down in the preceding two quarters, improved to 2.4 per cent in the first quarter from 2.2 per cent in the year-ago period. The bank’s non-interest income rose to Rs 1,506.96 crore from Rs 1,414.12 crore in the year-ago period.

**New Delhi:** A bulk of Rs 4.07 lakh crore of indirect tax claims, amounting to 80 per cent of the total claims, is pending on accounts and cases of 1.62 lakh tax payers. The CAG said that the tax department should approach the court for the recovery of claims after three years for which they have not been processed.

The CAG also recommended that the tax department should liquidate one lakh cases of Rs 25 lakh claims within one month under the GST regime.

**New Delhi:** India sold a dollar at an average rate of Rs 74.38 per dollar for the first quarter ended June 30, as against Rs 74.69 in the year-ago period. The dollar index, which measures the greenback’s strength against a basket of six other currencies, rose to 98.57 from 97.87.

**New Delhi:** The Centre is providing a fund of Rs 3,000 crore to the state-owned NBFCs for the second consecutive year, as against Rs 1,500 crore provided last year.

**New Delhi:** The Centre has decided to sell off its shares in the National Stock Exchange (NSE) to 26.5 per cent from the current holding of 54 per cent.

**New Delhi:** India exported 21.2 million tonnes of rice during the April-June quarter, down from 29.7 million tonnes in the corresponding period last year. However, the increase in rice exports was driven by higher export demand in the main rice importer China.

**New Delhi:** The Centre said the state-owned NBFCs will be allowed to renegotiate moratorium terms with NPAs with a view to reducing their non-performing assets (NPAs).

**New Delhi:** The Centre on Monday, the last trading day of the week, raised the foreign portfolio investors (FPIs) limit for the purchase of the Central Government's debt instruments to Rs 6,50,000 crore from Rs 5,00,000 crore.

**New Delhi:** The Centre is providing Rs 3,000 crore per month for the next three years for the capital expenditure of the state-owned NBFCs.
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Australia hammer India 7-0 in men's hockey final

In one of its worst performances, India lost not just one of the most important matches in its hockey history but also the CWG title. The Indian men's hockey team suffered an embarrassing 7-0 defeat against Australia in the CWG title match, ending India's hopes of winning the Commonwealth Games. It was a humbling loss for the Indian team, which had been considered one of the favorites before the match.

The Indian team, which had been leading in the first half, was completely outplayed by the Australian team in the second half. The Australian team scored 4 goals in the second half, while India failed to score even once. The final score of 7-0 was a reflection of the dominance of the Australian team.
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Sindhu wins singles gold after 10 years

Sharath wins singles gold after 10 years

In the final, he was at his firing, finishing winners from both sides. Long rains played a vital role in the Commonwealth Games. It was a dominating performance by Sharath, who regained his form after a long time.

The final match was a thriller between Sharath and his opponent. Sharath made his mark by winning the game with a score of 11-9, 10-12, 9-11. It was a hard-fought game, but Sharath emerged the winner.

Sharath's victory was a significant achievement for him, and it also brought glory to the Indian team. Sharath's performance was a testament to his hard work and dedication over the years.

Sharath's win was a much-needed boost for the Indian team, which has been struggling in recent times. Sharath's victory will surely boost the morale of the team and will give them the confidence to perform better in future.

Sharath's win is a significant milestone in his career, and it will certainly open up new doors for him. It will also give him the confidence to take on bigger challenges in the future.
HARMAN RUES TREND OF MISTAKES IN BIG FINAL

Bumrah ruled out of Asia Cup 2022 due to back injury

Former skipper Virat Kohli and batting star Rohit Sharma are among the reserves. Chahar, who has had a four-surgery and is back as vice-captain. Seamer Deepak Shreyas Iyer and left-arm spin-require some time to heal. With 50 needed off the last over, we could've even very hard-hitting with it since she wasn't very ill, Tahlia said. "It is a treat to inspire young girls. Doing well in our control. The CWG had to be broken, going forward. same mistakes in 'title clashes', something we have to improve," she added. It was a dominant position against England. That is blocking our mind life but both ended up play-ing some poor shots to make the same mistakes again, sometimes something to improve. Harmanpreet is happy with the bat. It was a great learning for us," she added. "I'm happy we didn't say no to Tahlia, it (missing the final) was a heartbreak for her." Bishnoi, Bhuvneshwar Kumar, Jadeja, R Ashwin, Y Chahal, R Hooda, R Pant (wk), Dinesh Bumrah's injury is a setback taking the three main Babar Azam, Mohammad Amy, Shoaib Malik, fastest century by any batsman against Australia and south

The notable names dropped for the main squad are Babar Azam, Mohammad Amy, Shoaib Malik, former skipper Virat Kohli, KL Rahul, who did not feature in the T20 World Cup due to COVID-19, has recuperated from sports hernia and is back as vice-cap-"Jasprit Bumrah has a back injury, which would need some time to heal. With 50 needed off the last over, we could've even very hard-hitting with it since she wasn't very ill, Tahlia said. "It is a treat to inspire young girls. Doing well in our control. The CWG had to be broken, going forward. same mistakes in 'title clashes', something we have to improve," she added. It was a dominant position against England. That is blocking our mind life but both ended up play-ing some poor shots to make the same mistakes again, sometimes something to improve. Harmanpreet is happy with the bat. It was a great learning for us," she added. "I'm happy we didn't say no to Tahlia, it (missing the final) was a heartbreak for her." Bishnoi, Bhuvneshwar Kumar, Jadeja, R Ashwin, Y Chahal, R Hooda, R Pant (wk), Dinesh Bumrah's injury is a setback taking the three main Babar Azam, Mohammad Amy, Shoaib Malik, fastest century by any batsman against Australia and south

The notable names dropped for the main squad are Babar Azam, Mohammad Amy, Shoaib Malik, former skipper Virat Kohli, KL Rahul, who did not feature in the T20 World Cup due to COVID-19, has recuperated from sports hernia and is back as vice-cap-"Jasprit Bumrah has a back injury, which would need some time to heal. With 50 needed off the last over, we could've even very hard-hitting with it since she wasn't very ill, Tahlia said. "It is a treat to inspire young girls. Doing well in our control. The CWG had to be broken, going forward. same mistakes in 'title clashes', something we have to improve," she added. It was a dominant position against England. That is blocking our mind life but both ended up play-ing some poor shots to make the same mistakes again, sometimes something to improve. Harmanpreet is happy with the bat. It was a great learning for us," she added. "I'm happy we didn't say no to Tahlia, it (missing the final) was a heartbreak for her." Bishnoi, Bhuvneshwar Kumar, Jadeja, R Ashwin, Y Chahal, R Hooda, R Pant (wk), Dinesh